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SPEAKER REPORTS
MTICK CLUB PLAN
Community Project Will Foster
Interest Along All Lines;
Students to Vote
Before the house meetings which
will be held to take a formal vote on
the Natick project, Miss Treudley,
department of economics and sociolo-
gy, speaking In chapel, April 15, ex-
plained it to the student body. The
idea arose, she said, from a discus-
sion with both students and faculty
who felt as she did, that tlie girls
needed to be connected with some
local community project to get the
real meaning of life.
A community club for young people
between the ages of 15 and 25 Will
best meet the need ifelt by citizens
of Natick, and best put the resources
of Wellesley at the disposal of the
locality. An ideal place has been
found, a big house with grounds
enough for tennis courts, and a barn
{Continued on Page 8. Col. 1)
Wellesley Disappears Into The
Darkness As Lights Fail
Where was Wellesley when the
lights went out? She must have
returned from the week-end, for
the ten o'clock bell had already
rung when darkness descended last
Sunday night. She probably re-
mained on her elm-shaded campus,
although not a single window
twinkled to prove the existence of
the college. Meanwhile pande-
monium reigned witliin the dark-
ened dormitories, until a few brave
souls brought little red candles
ilown the halls, and everyone caught
the spirit of adventure. One pro-
fessor, reclining in her bath, merely
pulled up the shade and continued
her ablutions by moonlight. But
Just as she was stepping out of
the tub the lights went on again,
and she had to hide behind a
towel, drawing the curtain in haste.
Wellesley had found herself once
more.
News Looks For Art Critic
To Judge Museum Exhibits
Try-outs for the position of art
critic on the News board are taking
place from Thursday, April 18. to
Tuesday, April 23. All sophomores
and juniors who have completed two
courses with the art department, or
have completed one course and are
now taking a second, are eligible.
Candidates are asked to wi-ite a
short criticism of the exhibition of
paintings by Robert Morse which is
now on view in the Farnsworth mu-
ceum. This criticism should attempt
to sununarize the nature of the ex-
hibit and to comment on two or
three individual paintings. It should
not exceed 350 words.
The articles are due in room 136
Green hall before 8:40 a.m. on Tues-
day. Professor Sirarpie Der Nerses-
sian, cf the art department, has con-
sented to judge them on the basis of
knowledge an.d appreciation of art
displayed by each candidate, while
members of the News editorial staff
will decide on their journalistic merit.
The student who is appointed art
critic will be responsible for criticiz-
ing the various exhibits put on dis-
play in the art building, as well as
occasional unusual exhibits in Boston
museums.
For suggestions as to the type of
criticism desired, candidates are re-
ferred to the art section of the New
York Sunday newspapers.
Symbolists Bring Satire,
Imagists, Rhythm To Poetry
The differences and similarities be-
tween the Fi-ench Symbolists and the
American Imagists was the subject of
the talk delivered by Mr. Wallace
Powlie, Instructor In French at Har-
vard university, on April 15 at BlUings
hall.
Mr. Powlie outlined the theories of
the Symbolism school, and illustrated
them profusely from a wide selection
of French poetry, concentrating how-
ever on Baudelaire and Mailarm6. He
then set forth the theories of the
American school of Imagism. as pro-
gramized by Ezra Pound and shown In
the works of its three gi-eatest ex-
ponents, Amy Lowell, "H.D.," and John
Gould Fletcher.
The second phase of symbolism
brings in a new note of irony and
bitter satire, with the earlier mood of
sadness sharpened into frustration. In
Prance, Corbi^re and La Forge, in
America T. S. Eliot are the outstanding
poets of this time. Two of the greatest
ones, however, are two who stand out-
side the literary group, but borrowed
this medium of expression for their
personal experiences. These are
Rambaud and Hart Crane, one who
renounced literature at the age of 19,
the other who drowned himself in that
ocean which had always stood In his
poetry as a symbol of escape.
Tlie French Symbolists took a tradi-
tional figure of poetry in the symbol,
and developed it imtUout interpreting
It, and therein lies their difference.
They beUeved idea could be aiTlved at
through sensation, for to them there
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Wellesley Sylphs Go Diet Crazy
In New Drive For Slimmer Figures
"The gods will diet with me." So
once wrote Shakespeare, but today
the byword is "TTie girls will diet
with me." Wellesley has gone diet
dizzy, calorie crazy, and food frantic.
Waitresses and cooks are made
furious by the full dishes of pota-
toes returned to the kitchen, while
the demand for vegetables has reached
an unheard-of height. Whole meals
have been held up because of a se-
rious debate on the caloric value of
a piece of pie.
If you're not on a diet (or do not
at least make outward show of be-
ing on one) you are a social out-
cast. The thinnest girls have found
parts of their anatomy to whittle
down, while the more portly mem-
bers of college life are struggling to
(tain, or regain, slim loveliness. House
mothers and dietitians are fast be-
coming insane. They have visions
of their gU'ls starving or becoming
serious cases of malnutrition.
There are many diets current in
the college today. There is one
group that maintain that cutting out
food between meals is sufficient to
lose weight. (They are the ones who
can't refuse desserts.) Close akin to
these are the girls who say that re-
fusing seconds will simply roll the
pounds ofT. (They like ice cream
too.) Following them come the brave
souls who cut out all sugars and
starches. (They can take It.) But
even more stoical are the fair dam-
sels who leave out some meals al-
together. (They don't keep it up
for long.)
The exponents of violent exercise
are many. Some say enough exercise
win do away with the need for diet-
ing altogether. Others with Spartan
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4)
WELLESLEY ASSEMBLES
IN MEETING FOR PEACE
Students and Faculty Speak on
Modern Movement for Peace,
Importance of Youth
Enthusiasm, undampened by the
rain, swept over Wellesley last Fri-
day, when students and faculty packed
Billings hall to hear Mr. Mussey.
Miss Heidbreder, Mr. Haroutunian
and MJargaret Connors bandy words
for the cause of peace.
Mr. Mussey. looking at the problem
from the point of view of economics,
declared that the making of peace is
a positive task, and includes much
more than merely avoiding war. It
Is essential that we create the condi-
tions of peace by establishing fairness
and justice here at home before we
try to regulate International affairs.
Miss Heidbreder discussed the topic,
"Can Human Natui'e Be Changed?"
She assured her audience that modem
psychology has not found anything in
human nature which makes war In-
evitable. Human nature is very com-
plex, and even if there is a fundamen-
tal element of pugnacity in it. It Isn't
certain that this impulse will find ex-
pression, or if it does, war is not neces-
sarily the means of such expression.
Loosely organized instincts can be
modified by intelligence, experience,
learning, habits, and customs. But be-
cause the instinct of pugnacity is cap-
able of being modified, it does not
follow that peace is inevitable,
Mr. Haroutunian said that we must
cease talking about nations, and con-
cern ourselves with the persons of
which nations are composed. There is
a certain element of hypocrisy in
peace manifestos, strikes, and all
peace machinery, and to avoid this
sense of futility, we must seek the
roots of war in personal relations.
Every little bit of Indifference to the
sorrows of others, every shrinking
from some one not of our kind, every
suspicion of the working people, and
every instance of self-preference
brings us nearer war. We need basic
peace, peace in which men can be
guided by the basic virtue, love. Re-
ligion is the one thing that insists on
self-criticism, and self-criticism Is the
one thing that encourages repentance,
the first principle of peace.
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
WELLESLEY PRESENTS PRINCESS IDA
WITH COOPERATION OF HARVARD, M. L T.
Wellesley Choir Presents
Program Of Easter Vespers
The Wellesley college choir assisted
by Miss Gladys Avery of the depart-
ment of music will present its annual
program of Easter vespers in the
chapel on Sunday evening, April 21. at
7:30 P, M. The program follows:
THE CHOIR
In Death's Strong Grasp the Savior
Lay Bach
Ecce Quoniodo Morittir Justus Handel
SOPRANO SOLO
by Miss Avery of the music dept.
Lo, the Heaven Descended Prophet
Graun
THE CHOIR
O Savior. Open Heaven Wide Brahms





/ Know That My Redeemer Liveth
(from The Messiah) . , Handel
THE CHOIR
On Easter-morn, ere Break of Day
Scotch Polk-song
Ajt Easier Hallelujah Vulplus
RESPONSE
Fourfold Amen - Thompson
Students Interpret Drama
Excerpts In Speech Course
Miss Smaill will present students
from the 201 class in the Oral Inter-
pretation of Modern Drama, and from
the 301 class in the Acting of Shakes-
peare in a dramatic program In room
444 Green hall on Tuesday, April 23,
at 4:30 o'clock. Visitors are welcome.
Mary Rose
. Sir James Barrle
Marlon C. Chapman '36













Twelfth Night. Act I, Scene 5
Viola Ruth Lorish '35
Olivia Frances Mitchell '35
Macbeth, Act V, Scene 1
Patricia Busey "35
As You Like It. Act III. Scene 4
Rosalind , . Ruth Lorish '35
Celia Prances Mitchell '35





Annual Prize To Sophomore
The annual competition for the
Isabelle Eastman Flske prize, awarded
to the sophomore who makes the best
extemporaneous speech, is announced
by the Speech Department. The con-
test is open to any sophomore regard-
less of whether she has taken a course
in speech. Mr. Otis H. Piske estab-
lished the prize in honor of his
daughter, Isabelle Eastman Flske of
the class of 1923.
Each contesting student will be
asked at the preliminary contest, on
April 19, to speak on a sub-topic chos-
en by the department of speech from
the more general one which she has
submitted. Prom those who take part
In the first contest several students
will be chosen to speak on April 26.
The public will be invited to the sec-
ond event.
Participants will be Judged on or-
ganization of subject matter, on wheth-
er the speech shows evidence of being
extemporaneous, and on the quality
of the oral delivery. The preliminary
speaking will begin at 4 p. m. on
April 19. and the final competition at
4:40 on April 26, in Room 444, Green
hall.
The Wellesley girl with an eye to the
future will soon have an opportunity
to see the results of a purely feminine
academic life. This opportunity vrtll
present itself at8:00. Friday and Satur-
day nights, April 26 and 27, in Alumnae
hall, when Bamswallows association,
the Wellesley Choir, and the Wellesley
and Harvard orchestras, assisted by
members of the Harvard and M. I. T.
Glee Clubs, will present the GUbert
and Sullivan operetta. Prijicess Ida.
Peculiariy appropriate, the operetta
is a satire on the academic life of
women, and depicts, with the swinging
j
Sullivan music and the inimitable Gil-
bert libretto, what happens to women
devoted to the pursuit of intellectual
activities, when men arrive on the
scene.
Students of Biblical history and of
English literature will be especially in-
terested to know that Mr. Haroutunian
is cast as one of the three sons of King
Gama, and that Mr. Motter is a mem-
ber of the male chorus.
Tickets will be on sale all day at the
ticket btxjth in Green hall. Monday.
Wednesday, and Thursday, April 22. 24,
and 25; and from 8:30 to 12:30 Fi-lday
and Saturday mornings, April 26 and
27; and at Alumnae hall, Wednesday
and Thursday evenings, April 24 and
25, from 7:15 to 9:15. The prices are,
for Friday evening: Orchestra, 75
cents. Balcony, 50 cents; and for Sat-
urday evening: Orchestra, $1, Balcony.
75 cents,
The principal roles are filled as fol-
lows:
Princess Ida Carolyn W. Parker '37
Lady Blanche . - Ann L. Edwards "37
Lady Psyche Carolyn Cook '35
Melissa Betty Chapin '37
Sacharissa Elise Bristol '36
Choloe Barbara J. Lleberman '37
Ada Mary B. Gunn '38
Understudies
Princess Ida . Jean B. Wolfe '35
Lady Blanche Mary L. Dougherty '38
Lady Psyche . Mary B. Gunn '38
Melissa . Eleanor Thresher '38
The leading masculine role is taken
by Joseph Lautner. Other male prin-
cipals are W. Shelmerdine, W. Cahan,
J. C. Cort, J. Goulder, T. O. Jones.
Mr. Haroutunian, and H. S. Wallis.
Those singing in the first chorus are:
(Continued on Page 7. Col. 1)
''Jehossaphat'' and ''Optimistic''
Bow in Wellesley Spring Car Debut
In the spring a senior's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of cars.
Thus again the Wellesley campus
bursts forth into a riot of black and
red Plymouth roadsters, dark-blue
Ford coupes, tan and red Ford road-
sters, gray Plymouth convertible
coupes, and one stream-lined, wine-
colored Plymouth. Over the hills and
down the dales of the campus they
scurry (if one scurries at twenty miles
an hour) . bearing their proud owners
to classes, to the Vil, to the lake, even
to the next door dorm.
In all, the class of "35 boasts of 38
cars, the largest number coming from
Massachusetts, the next from New
York. Other states sending cars to
represent them at Wellesley are New
Jei-sey, Maine, Virginia, Georgia. Ohio.
Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, Mississip-
pi, West Virginia. Connecticut, Michi-
gan, and even far-off Missouri, Twelve
of these seniors can boast that their
cars are their own. but the remaining
cars are owned by various Pranks.
Elishas, Judges, Mr. P. C.'s. and Mrs.'s,
who have evidently decided that their
daughters should have some little
something to keep their minds off the
"general." Three have only occasion-
al use, but the only pampered female
scions have their cars at their con-
stant beck and call.
Nearly all these mechanical play-
things have names characteristic of
themselves or of their owners. One
Is Jehossaphat, because once in a
great while, it is stubborn, like a
"hoss." Another has had several
choice appellations, such as Optimistic
and Aphrodite, and is now urmamed.
though In private it is. of course. Its
owner's "pride 'n joy." Still another
comes running at the cry of Eupheu-




Advises Definite Planning for
Better Secui'ity of Nation;
Describes Unit Plan
Assistant Professor Mary B. Treud-
ley of the department of Economics
and Sociology spoke on Economic
Security In one of the annual series
of department lectures on Wednesday.
April 10, in Billings haU.
Before considering the possibility of
security in the present order, Miss
Treudley commented briefly on the
economic security bill which is at
present before Congress. She men-
tioned that the biil includes a small
appropriation for Mothers' assistance,
which Is at present financed entii-e-
ly by the state, and stated that this
appropriation will enable the several
states to raise the amount of aid
which they are already administer-
ing.
]ji referring to the measures be-
fore Congi-ess which relate to old
age pensions, Miss Ti'eudley sketched
the attitudes which various countries
are taking toward their elder segment
of population. The Chinese revere
their older people, sacrifice the young
people's interests to those of the old-
er ones, and consequently have at-
tained little progress although theirs
is the oldest civilization. The Rus-
sians go to the other extreme and
adopt "youth" as their slogan while
the United States, which has here-
tofore leaned more to the Russian
angle, is attempting now to achieve
a balance between the two.
Concerning the provisions of the
bill for unemployment insurance and
concerning the merits and demerits
of such insurance, Miss Treudley said:
"Unemployment insurance which is
based upon saving in good times for
bad has no place in modern economic
society because saving in a credit
system of faith and paper is logically
unthinkable and impossible. Rather
let us have an order in wliich such
Insurance is no longer necessary,"
Miss Treudley stressed the need for
a definite plan if real security is to
be achieved, and she outlined a scheme
of self sufficient local units to be
adopted by the United States, Using
New England as an illustration she
described such a unit in which the
basic necessities of life are produced
within the unit where extramural
trade is carried on only for the pur-
chase of goods, in which security from
unemployment is attained by wage
contracts similar to those used by
the Civil Service and where the gain-
ful occupations are those which fit
into and complement the whole of
which the town is only a part.
Dr. Faustus Becomes A Potato In
Adept Hands Of German Students
"Potatoes, potatoes, we want pota-
toes!" shouted the German corridor
as one woman, and the rest of Shafer
heard the cry, aghast—no one else
had noticed any lack of potatoes.
But, undaunted, the seven German-
speaking students swept down into
the promising recesses of Shafer's
kitchen; sat staring speculatively at
potatoes for a while, mulled over
certain conspicuous specimens; and
then, with grave and deliberate in-
tent chose as only Ziegfeld could have
chosen ten gorgeous creatures, who
were to be glorified as puppets in the
German corridor's production of Dr.
Faustus.
The girls" greates: problem in mak-
ing their puppets was to transform
the bland faces of the potatoes into
different and expressive characters.
But by skillful application of water-
colors and hair of blonde, black, and
white hue, wonders were accomplished.
The oblong noses, the blunt, cherry-
red noses, the classic nose of Helen
of Troy, the hooked "schnozola" of
Wagner, and the thin, pointedly imp-
ish nose of that engaging devil,
Mephistopheles, elevated the potatoes
almost immediately to the rank of
puppets, so lifelike did they appear.
The largest and most geniai-^ooking
potato cavorted on the stage after a
light coating of a pale water-color,
painted eybrows and lips, and a
blonde curly wig, as Hansfurst, ser-
vant to Paust. Faust, himself, was
also a pale potato (pale from much
study), but wlgged and bearded with
coarse black hair. He alone of the
puppets boasted a cap, and his cre-
ator, Dorothy Belt '35. says that his
costume was styled after no less a
personage than the famous scholar,
Erasmus.
But the other puppets varied in
general make-up from pal?, beautiful
Helen of Troy to the ruddy, white-
haired Duke. The one thing the pup-
pets did have in common, however,
was their glittering eyes, thumb-
tacks!
Dorothy Belt, chairman of the pro-
gram, and Martha Nichols '36 ex-
plained how they worked the pup-
pets. After a hole was bored Into
the craniums of the actors, they In-
serted their forefingers in the hole.
and put their thumb and third
fingers in the sleeves of the costume
adorning that particular puppet. They
confessed laughingly that the antics
of the actors did weai- them out at
first, but that they soon adjusted
themselves to the spirit of the thing.
Speaker Describes Syrian
College In Changing East
SPEAKERS DIVULGE
FOREIGN PRACTICES
Hikers Take To Trail
As Season Opens Again
When spring gets into your bones,
and the very thought of a book makes
you ill, the only remedy, we feel, is the
great out of doors. This year WOC
(Wellesley Outing Club) has planned
a trip for every week-end, rain or shine.
Food is furnished free of charge by the
college, and a minimum charge is made
for transportation on the longer trips.
The hub which was lent to the WOC
by Miss Valentine of Ashland is about
twelve miles from the college and can
be reached by bus. After the com-
pletion of an outdoor fireplace, it will
be opened formally with a faculty tea
and will then be available for the use
of groups under the leadership of
someone appointed by the Outing Club
board. The trips planned for the
week-ends from now until June are:
April 20: treasure hunt to the hut.
Leaving at 1:30 p. m, and
staying for supper.
April 27: Canoe trip. Leaving at 1:30
p. m. and returning for
dinner.
May 4: Overnight trip to the hut.
Leaving at 4:30 p. m. and
returning for dinner Sun-
day.
May 11: Canoe trip, hike, and horse-
back ride. Leaving at 1:30;
all three groups will meet
(.Continued on Page 7, Col, 3)
Members of the Cosmopolitan club
had new worlds of thought and
feeling opened to them at their meet-
ing last Friday in Agora house when
Mr. Stolper, an Austrian student from
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, spoke on the subject of What
have today's students of Austria to
contribute to the world order of to-
morrow? He asserted that the Aus-
trian student has to solve for him-
self too many social and material
problems which arise from the great
lack of money and jobs in the coun-
try to think of the world of tomor-
row.
Mr. Peyling, inheriting that Nor-
wegian gift for folk lore, told of en-
chanting boat trips up the fjords and
of catching crabs by torch light at
night.
Mr. Shah of India showed that
many of the old ideas of wh'ch we
read still exist in the young Indian
of today who comes to the United
States to study engineering, He in-
formed the group that the native
doctors who learn their art from
knowledge gained 2,000 years ago and
preserved in writing on leaves, are
of course more eHective healers than
the men trained in medical schools,
and he explained their doctrine of
the transmigration of souls.
MISS EDDY OFFERS
BUSINESS TRAINING
A course in shorthand and type-
writing will be offered again next
year by Miss Virginia P. Eddy, as-
sistant secretary to the President.
The charge for the year is $25,00.
payable in two installments. The
class meets once a week throughout
the academic year, and is the equiva-
lent of at least a six weeks' inten-
sive course in a business school.
Students who took the course last
year and continued their training in
a business school found that they
saved valuable time.
Students who have taken the course
this year will have the opportunity
of attending classes without charge
next year for the purpose of review-
ing the work.
The Personnel bureau endorses
Miss Eddy's course for students who
wish to learn the elements of short-
hand and typewriting. No college
credit is given for this course. More
detailed information may be secured
from Miss Eddy or from the Person-
nel bureau.
CLUB BOOSTS WOMEN
The Mathematics club met at Phi
Sigma house on April 10. directed
for the first time by its officers for
1935-36. After discussing a revision
of their constitution, the president,
Frances Emery '36. turned the meet-
ing over to Miss Ruth Mason of the
mathematics department. The sub-
ject of her talk was the place of
women in mathematics, from the
fourth century A. D. to the present.
Phyllis Bieberbach '36, Robbie Lou
Schneider '37, and Gertrude Clark
'36 followed her account with re-
marks on particular women's con-
tributions. Miss Mason pointed out
that mathematics could no longer be
considered a "not ladylike subject"
and concluded with the suggestion
that "there may be among us here
a woman Descartes." Mathematical
songs were sung while refreshments




Miss Ellen P. Pendleton will give the
principal address at the inauguration
of Dr. Henry Irvin Stahr as president
of Hood college in Frederick, Mary-
land, on May 10. 1935.
Educators, former students, state
ofBcials, and clergymen of the Evan-
gelical and Reformed Church from all
parts of the East and middle West
will speak briefly at the luncheon to
be served after the ceremonies. An
academic procession of official guests
and the faculty will precede the in-
augural.
President Bayard Dodge of Beirut
university, Syria, speaking at the C,
A. tea at Tower Court last Thursday,
April 11, pictured the present chang-
ing conditions in the East and showed
the influence of the university in the
new modernizing movement.
The present period in the East, ac-
cording to President Dodge, might
well be called the eastern Renaissance.
There is a new sp'lrit of nationalism,
an influx of modern science and
learning, and an unprecedented feel-
ing of freedom, especially for the
women. Yet the metamorphosis is far
from complete. To point out the con-
trast between the prevailing old con-
ditions and the new, President Dodge
cited an example of two neighboring
houses neai- to Beirut university, in
one of which the daughter of the
family lived a life of confinement and
was maixied according to the old na-
tive ceremony mthout ever having
seen the bridegroom, and in the other
of which the daughters went freely
each day for education at the univer-
sity.
The fact that Beirut university is
co-educational is in itself an innova-
tion. The curriculum is in general
like that of our modem colleges, and
one of the most important branches
of the university is its school of nurs-
ing for women. With the change of
ideas in the East has come an ex-
ceptionally great demand for educated
men and women. Many of the Beirut
university graduates secure positions
as teachers in village schools. During
the summer, students attend a sum-
mer camp in Palestine, where agri-
cultural and sanitary work is studied
and then practiced among the sur-
rounding villages.
A variety of languages and nation-
alities are to be found at the univer-
sity, 15 nationalities being represented
in the faculty alone. According to
President Dodge, there is very little
racial trouble; and as a solution of
the problem of religious difference,
care is taken to interest the students
in social work, and in the brotherhood
and welfare of mank'nd as a whole.
The present trend of affairs makes
the East a place of great interest, and
President Dodge pointed out that we
are fortunate to be able at th=s time
to watch the outcome of these de-
velopments. President Dodge also paid
an enthusiastic tribute to Professor
Alexander Campbell of the Wellesley
Art department, whose management
of the Princeton expedition for the ex-
cavation of Antioch. Syi-ia, has done
much to smooth out its difficulties
and contribute to its recent successes.
PRINCESS IDA
ALUMNAE HALL
APRIL 26 AND 27—8 P. M.
TICKETS 50c TO $1.00
ON SALE AT GREEN HALL
ALL DAY APRIL 22, 24, 25
8:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P. M.
APRIL 26, 27
MASEFIELD ENTRIES DUE
Seniors wishing to submit poems for
the Masefield prize should do so be-
fore May H. Tlie poems should be
signed by a nom~de-plume and accom-
panied by a sealed envelope enclosing
the \vriter's name. They should be
sent to Professor B. M. Stearns, de-
partment of English literature.
HOUSES WILL GIVE
TEA DANCE SUPPERS
Through the courtesy of the heads of
houses, the Student Industrial Com-
mittee of Christian Association has ar-
ranged supoer in the dormitories for
those who are going t,o the tea dance
before the operetta and wish to take
their escorts to supper in the difl'erent
houses. By signing up. girls may go in
groups, if they choose, to any house
for but 50 cents per guest. Because
the number must be known, tickets will
be on sale in the ticket booth in Green
hall this Thursday and Friday, April
18 and 19, from 9:30 to 4:30 p. m.
Do take advantage of thl.-: excellent
opportunity to have a good time and
help C.A, as well!
SALE OFFERS BARGAINS
There will be a sale in the Chem-
istry building, Friday afternoon from
3.40 to 6.00, of discontinued models
of beakers and flasks, which are at-
tractive and useful Jor various pur-
poses.
In addition to this, there will also
be on sale fiction and poetry books
from the library of Miss Manwaring.
some of which are first editions. Tea
will be served to purchasers.
FRENCH MOVIES END RUN
The Community Playhouse at Wel-
lesley Hills will give the last Fi-ench
talking film for the season. La Femme
Ideate, on Tuesday, April 30, at 4 p. m.
This very entertaining film is being
shown at Harvard on April 25 and 26.
Special buses will leave the parkin?
space at 3:15 P.M. Admission to the
Playhouse will be 35 cents.
It has not proved possible to secure
the second and tliird parts of Les Mis-
erable.i at dates convenient for the
college, but in response to numerous
requests an efi^ort will be made to show
these films in the fall.
COLLEGE SENIORS
nroficntly will bu Hrckint; positjonx. Many
litl- l'()ll,.idull,.H II llil.T l[l CL'll.ilIl .,eiu
in which cmployord. Kcnerai y, dcmntid
dLlinUe skills in ahorthiind ami typy-
writintt. An InLcn«ive Sccrolarinl Courso
for CollcKG Women is avoilabic rit The
Pocknril School (RcRistcrcd by the RcKcnU
iir the University of (he Stjite of New
York).
Six Weeks' Summer Session
July 1 to AuKUat 9
for which the tuition i,i 539. Packard
Mclhoil of Individuiil Advancement and
AlU-ntion affords CollcKe Women an <ippor-
lunity to enter any Monday durinn JuneTHE PACKARD SCHOOL
{Founded 1858)




in the American manner
UP HIGH in value
DOWN LOW in cost
# The luxurious cabin illuscratcd above
isn't the only feature oi Amirkan travel
on the famous, modern American ships,
Washington and Manhattan.
These great ships, fastest of theirfype,
arethesensationsofchesea! Because they
offer so much for so little! For only $113
one way; $204 round trip, you enjoy real
American standards! Spacious decks,
delicious food in air-condidoned dining
salons {exclusive in the service), real beds
in all cabins, riled swimming pool, pre-
release talking pictures and many other
great features! No wonder these ships
have set enviable popularity records!
In Cabin Class— highest aboard the
ship—on cither the Pres. Harding or Pm.
Roosnelt, you enjoy the top decks, finest
cabins— very best the ship offers— at
modest fares. Rates as low as $126 one
way; $234 round trip.
These fourfinelinerssail weekly toCobh,
Plymouth, Havre and Hamburg. Apply to
your travel agent. His services are free.
UNITED STATES
LINES^^ 9.
Associated wiih Ameiican Mccchani and Balti-
more Mail Linus (o Eucopv; Panusa Picilic Line
roCalifoini!!; U.S. Lines and PiinamaPicificCtuiscs.
5li:i Itoylslon SI., Hoston
^^pimmsi?^
TEA DANCES in the beautiful,
spacious Sheraton Room every
Saturday afternoon at 4: 30, which
attract New England's smartest
Younger Set.
Delicious refreshments are seized
a la carle, and the price for danc-
ing is only 50c.
"Dangerous rhythms" are cap-
tivatingly played by the famous
Meyer Davis' LeParadis Band
with Joe Smith directing!
Dancing 50c





THE professor oX English litera-
ture was about to lecture on a
well-known essayist. "You don't need
to take notes on this." he said. "I'm
merely going to give you the bio-
logical facts of his life." Notebooks
opened, pens were poised, and ears
were noticeably pricked. Perry
coughed and rose: this was appar-
ently the wrong class. The profes-
sor immediately realized his mistake,
and hastily corrected himself: "I
mean 'biograpliical facts.' Ahei»!"
Perry sank back in his seat, still a
bit skeptical.
• • •
PERRY was having dinner on cam-
pus with one of the house mothers
the other night, and he was a bit
taken aback at the turn the con-
versation took. One of the girls at
the table told an amazing story
about a crippled man who went
around the world on one leg. Perry's
hostess was very much impressed.
"My goodness! That was quite a
feat," she breathed.
• * *
PERRY was visiting a friend of
his in one of the freshmen houses
not long ago. They were calmly con-
versing on such subjects as the
weather, classes, quizzes, papers, etc.,
when the door burst open, and a
very-much-excited chum of Perry's
friend dashed in. "I'm so shrilled!
I just splashed my spleech exam."
Perry groped for the door, murmur-
ing. "How shplendid!"
• a •
PERRY was sitting .in on a class
in modern history last Friday.
They were discussing the Homestead
act. "Can you give me some defi-
nite results of this act?" the teacher
questioned. "Well, agriculture was
improved," one student ofEered. "Yes,"
was the encouraging reply; "in what
field?" No answer other than a hor-
rified stare.
• • •
LOUD applause greeted Professor
Haroutunian's suggestion, at the
Peace Meeting last Friday, of con-
sideration for the unfortunate labor-
ing class. We do not know whether
his audience had been led by false
self pity to believe for the moment
that they might well be counted
among the laborers, or whether the
expressed sympathy was really for
the much-discussed honest men with
work-soiled hands and little pay.
n t t
r~\ URING a discussion in a psy-
L^ chology class on the ability of
the human being to knit, the pro-
fessor asked, "Now you can't ima-
gine a horse knitting, can you?" No.
ma'am, the Pressman feels obliged
to admit that he can't.
• • •
jyyi R. Procter, an unfailing source
iVl of amusement for Perry, told
his philosophy 102 class that his con-
ception of the soul was a tiny snow-
flake suspended in mid-air at an
angle of 45 degrees. The idea is
lovely, but Perry fears the ministers
and preachers would fUid difficulty
in "saving" Mr. Procter's soul.
• • *
T^HE infirmary should hide its head—
' but perhaps Perry is running ahead
of himself. The story goes that at the
Z.A. play last week, one of the Simpson
staff leaned toward her neighbor and,
with anticipation gleaming in her eyes,
said, "I can't wait till they all get hay
fever!''
• • •
A N innocent freshman dropped the
^"remark that she'd like to remain
a freshman throughout college be-
cause she wanted to stay young and
carefree. Whereat a dignified senior
squelched 1938 with the query. "Have
you no progressive spirit?"
• • •
A botany professor was lecturing
^»on the homely subject of nuts.
During the lecture she mentioned a
type known as the Monkey Pot. "I
want you to notice these." she
warned, "when you visit Harvard—
that is. the museum at Harvard."
C'VEN comp students do funny
*--* things with their grammar. Perry
has discovered. In an advanced class
one unconscious playwright naively
had her heroine say, "Are you hungry,
Mr. Bi-adley? Have a chaU-!" And
worse yet, only one person in the class
noticed it.
" • •
pERRY is getting discouraged by
^ the siege of winter we have just
had. Snow drifts in April! He asks
some one to please stop at the In-
formation bureau and inquire, "If
winter comes can spring be far be-
hind?"
• •
•"PHE horrible consequences of learn-
* ing to speak a foreign language
from the printed page were graphically
displayed to her class by one professor.
She told the story of a woman of her
acquaintance who had learned her
English from Shakespeare. Imagine
the feelings, not to mention the
amazement, of the street-car conduc-
tor to whom she turned and said,
"Prithee, allow me to alight!"
• • •
VY/HAT must have been the con-
*V sternation of the choir member
who, on her way to the concert at
Worcester Tech,, suddenly remembered
that the slip on which she had just
signed out had been white. In other
words, she had absentmindedly signed
out for an overnight, writing the name
of a well-known gentleman instructor
of the music department as chaperon!
And, muses Perry. WHAT must have
been the amazement of her house
mother!
• • •
pERRY advises all those who suffer
^ daily from a distinct faintness of
heart at the thought of certain schol-
astic obligations to ti-y some such in-
genious and inspiring device as that
invented by the member of the faculty
who, each time the ordeal of correcttng
another set of quizzes must be faced,
seats herself upon the floor with the
quizzes arranged in neat piles of five
around her, and places upon each pile
a piece of candy or a cigarette, which
may be enjoyed after, and only after,
the papers beneath it have been fully
dealt with.
« • •
P ERRY does not often take it upon
himself to make announcements or
deliver messages, but this time, being
somewhat mystified himself, he feels
obliged to do it. The student of art
101 whose well-drawn and finely exe-
cuted fist lias recently disappeared
from a locker in the art building would
like its present possessor to know that
she hopes by this time he has been
properly biffed by it.
• • •
pERRY had long known that the
^ zoology 101 students were fascinat-
ed by the skeletons used in class work
and that some of them had vowed that,
by hook or by crook, they would some
day secure a skeleton as an ornament
for their rooms or their parlors at
home. He could not, therefore, repress
a shudder of horror when, as he was
browsing about in the zoo library on
the day before an assigned quiz on
b-ne?, a student rushed breathless into
the room and announced in a loud tone
to the librailan. "I want Walter's
Skeleton for tonight."
• • •
^OW Perry is about to tell a bed-
^ ^ time story which happened not in
Mother Goose land but in the quad-
langle. Once upon an evening at 10:30.
a freshman, who took her proctorship
with fitting seriousness, emerged from
her room at the summons of a strange
noise in the corridor to find a pajama-
clad figure skipping down the hall and
leaping at the lights in the roof to the
tune of "Lookee. Lookee, Lookee. Here
Comes Cookie," "Here." said the
fre?hman. "stop that and go to bed.
I'll have you know I'm a proctor on
this fioor."
"Yes?" replied the girl in the cor-




Ex-'33 Annette Heide to 'Dr. Eugene
A. Humbert.
'33 Helen Elizabeth Storts to Dr.
William P. Harrigan. University of
Pennsylvania '30.
MARRIED
Ex-'32 Marion E. Kelsey to Mr.
Lawrence R. Swart.
Ex-'32 Eulalie Salley to Mr. Thom-
as Rutledge, Jr.
Ex-'33 Dorothy Bruce to Mr, Virgil
Rule.
Ex-'33 Anne Savage to Mr. Town-
send Pettlt, Jr.
'33 Janet Smith to Mr. Walter R.
Duncan.
Ex- '33 Dorothy Stoughton to Mr.
Harold Sauers.
Ex-'34: Rachel Closson to Mr.
George W. Starbuck.
Ex-'34 Elizabeth Eldredge to Mr.
Travis L. Petty.
'34 Mildred S. Flnestone to Mr.
Lee Myers.
34 Edith Harrington to Mr. Wil-
liam B. Hanlon.
Ex-'34 Marjorie Hildreth to Mr.
Thomas P. Cass, Jr.
'34 Theresa Ann Knopf to Mr.
Karl Peter Baldwin.




'36 Lee Underhill to Mr. Donald
McBurney Curtis, Princeton univer-
sity '32, Harvard Law '35.
SCHOLAR WILL TALK
ABOUT ART OF ROME
Dr. Henry M. Willard of the
Bureau of University Travel, an au-
thority on medieval art and civiliza-
tion, will give an illustrated lecture
on Wednesday afternoon, April 24, at
4:40 in the Art Lecture Room, under
the auspices of the Wellesley college
travel bureau. His subject will be
"Rome of the Christian Pilgrimages."
Dr. Willard will discuss the great
monuments which pilgrims of differ-
ent historical periods might have seen
at Rome.
Last year Dr. Willard lectured at
Wellesley on "The Abbey of Monte
Cassino and the Medieval Culture of
South Italy." Dr. Willard is noted
for his research at Monte Cassino,
where he worked on a reconstruction
of the eleventh century church of the
monastery from medieval manu-
scripts. He presented his findings at
the annual meeting of the Archaeo-
logical Institute of America and will
describe the results of his investiga-
tions at Monte Cassino again at a
meeting of the Medieval Academy on
April 26.
PSYCHIATRIST SPEAKS
"The field of psychiatry Is an aw-
fully muddy field," said Dr. Margaret
Anthonlsen, consultant in mental hy-
giene at Wellesley, in a lecture on
psychiatry in mental health and other
allied fields, Monday. April 15, at
Z, A. This confusion is present
because the field is a new one and In
its early years was connected with
evidences of the supernatural.
Opportunities for college graduates
in psychiatry Include nursing, social
work, teaching physical education in
institutions, and work in libraries,
law courts, and penal institutions.
Dr. Anthonisen recommended
sciences, four years of medicine and
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Two-piecers for MISSES in
LILAC, CHERRY, TURQUA-
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"Sure,WBfight..but never about cigarettes.Throat-easy
VICTOR MeLAGLEN and EDMUND LOWE.Btora of "THE GREAT HOTEL MURDER"-a Fox Picture
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FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the editors by 11 a.m. on
Monday.
From Fiction To Fact
For some time, the so-called Natlck
Pi-oject has been stewing and simmer-
ing in the minds of a few. notably
Miss Treudley. The preliminary plans
have been carefully laid and now it
is time to take the first practical
steps.
Such a plan, if seriously carried out,
and indication^ are that it certainly
will be, is one way of answering the
stock criticism that colleges are too
theoretical. The injection of some
practical experience into courses based
on the study of texts is a valuable
addition.
Care must be taken, however, that
Natick is never made to feel that it is
a laboratory for a lot of idealistic,
stai'-chasing students. The intelligent
people of Natick would be sure to re-
sent any undue prying into their af-
fairs, any feeling that they were re-
garded as raw material for an experi-
ment. It is not a question of being
tactful so much as of being honest
and sincere in our desire to work out
together \vith the people of Natick any
problems on which they would like
our help,
Caution number two is directed at
any quack doctors who predict over-
night transformation. The Natick
project should be spoken of in terms
of its long-time effect with emphasis
on the "long." If we who are In col-
lege cannot read the happy ending,
we can at least participate in the far
more exciting work of sketching the
plot and writing chapter one.
O. Lewis—is either returned by who-
ever took it or replaced by some mem-
ber of the college or by some college
organization.
The responsibility of keeping tlie
Brooks room open is in this way shared
by everyone. The library officials have
pointed out tlie necessary course of
action—the next step must be taken by
the student body. As soon as people
feel that they have been deprived of
really valuable privileges and decide to
make restitution for the losses, the
Brooks room will again be opened.
Dinner table complaints and grum-
blings under cover will do no good.
A Common Responsibility
The college bulletin informs us that
the Brooks room "provides comfortable
and beautiful sunoundings with care-
fully selected books for leisure hours of
reading." What it does not say is that
these privileges are usually unavailable
for several montiis out of every year.
The Brooks room has been closed
since the middle of January when the
disappearance ol four books was first
discovered. The usual flurries of in-
dignation and protest, which always
arise upon such occasions, occurred. It
seemed incredible, as It always does,
that anyone in the Wellesley com-
munity could have done such a selfish
thing. It was suggested that some
misguided freshman might have inno-
cently wandered off with the books—or
that they might have been mislaid in
some other part of the library—or that
someone outside of the college might
have taken them.
This last suggestion, which was
strongly upheld by various Individuals,
was disproved on March 13 when three
of the missing volumes
—
Further Ad-
ventures of Lad, His Dog and Treve—
by Albert Payson Terhune—were found
on the table in the students' coat
room. Miss Roberts tells us that the
Brooks room will not be reopened until
the fourth book—Peddler's Pack by M,
The accounts of the stu-
Unlucky dent anti-war strikes which
Strikes fllled the newspapers last
Saturday bode no particular
good for the student peace movement.
While part of the feeling was di-
rected, laudably enough, against the
R. O. T. C, many of the college
strikes seemed to receive their ini-
tial impulse merely from an admin-
istrative ban on strikes. This latter
sentiment, because of its vindictive
nature, hardly proved the point in-
tended by the organizers of the
strikes. They were to demonstrate
that 150,000 students would refuse to
fight for their country, should war
come; what they did prove was that
a large percentage of some 125,000
students were annoyed with their
faculty, or perhaps bored with their
11 o'clock classes, or anxious for sen-
sation. This perverted enthusiasm
reached its height with Harvard's
counter-strike against peace activ-
ities. The holiday spirit which ap-
parently reigned in our neighbor-in-
stitution on April 12 proved not only
that there was a general misunder-
standing of the serious Intent of the
movement, but also that there is still
among American students traces of
that peculiar species of retarded ado-
lescence which has prolonged unduly
the life of the "collegiate" tradition.
CONSTRUCTIVE PACIFISM
7*0 the Wellesley College News:
Oongri-atulations, Wellesley! You
didn't stilke for peace ! You kept
your dignity and even in the rain
put over a first-rate mass meeting
to talk sensibly and unhysteiically
not so much about war as about the
making of peace.
Congratulations, too, for the spirit
of co-operation of both students and
faculty. There is real interest in
one of the most important, vital is-
sues of the day. but an interest that
is willing to think calmly bsfore it
acts, to try to see the other per-
son's point of view as well as its
own. It has been proved by history
that only through mutual compromise
and whole-hearted co-operation can
peace be attained. You have taken




7*0 the Wellesley College News:
All those who so enthusiastically at-
tended the mass meeting for peace
will be interested to know that several
books on that subject have been add-
ed to the International Relations
club shelf in the periodical room of
the library. Also, each week-end one
cf especial interest is placed on the
week-end shelf, near the main desk.
A. A. Milne's Peace With Honour,
Beverly Nichols' Cry Havoc and the
pamphlet Arms And The Men are
notable. Other volumes on the shelf
dealing with the subject include: Dis-
armament, by Salvador de Madarlaga,
Scientific Disarmainent
. by Victor
Lefebure. The United States and Dis-
armament. by Benjamin H. Williams,
That Next War? by K. A. Bratt. ilfr.-;.
Fischer's War. by Henrietta Leslie
and The Air Menace And The An-
swer by Elvira K. Pradkin. Several
pamphlets concerning the munitions
problem are also available.
Those who desire to base their
peace beliefs and activities on facts
instead of on hearsay and emotion
should take advantage of these dis-
plays.
Jean Heath '38
OPEN THE BROOKS ROOM!
For the lack of a nail the horse was
lost. For the lack of a book 1500 stu-
dents have lost the privilege cf reading
In a pleasant, comfortable room, free
from the ever-present note-taking
scholar who inhabits all the reading
rooms now open In the library; a room
devoted to leisurely, recreational read-
ing, which has now been shut behind
a locked door for more than three
months through the negligence of one
person In considering the happiness
and rights of her fellow-students.
Should a whole student body be
punished, like a class of naughty
grammar school children, for the groa=:
carelessness of one unthinking person?
Misdeeds and crimes are committed
every day, and when the culprit is
found, he Is justly dealt with, but
when the mystery of "who did it?" re-
mains unsolved, the world moves on In
the same old way. No one else is
punished just to make the offender feel
conscience-stricken. Should Wellesley
continue such stringent measures all
because one book Is still missing from
the wealth of enjoyable material which
remains unused and unread? Pew
agree or willingly comply with this
unreasonable form of punishment.
Some of us who have found real
pleasure from the use of the Brooks
room are wondering how long the
innocent must suffer for the guilty.
Thus far we have been patient, hop-
ing that the doer of the deed would
come across, but now we are plead-




We find In the Triassic age




Were in the Carboniferous
Period most proliferous.
And In the true Cambrian age
Before the Ordovlcian age,
Arthropodia were prominent
And trllobytes were dominant
And molluscs many. Ontogeny
Recapitulates phllogeny.
Of course I know
That you said so.





Although we are not isolated
here In Wellesley, we some-
times do not observe impor-
tant movements abroad. For
the first time Eastern and
Western women will be the
guests of Turkish women when the
International Suffrage Alliance con-
gress meets at Istanbul on April 18.
Delegates from 40 countries includ-
ing a distinguished group from Eng-
land will discuss the status of women
under different forms of government,
the co-operation of the women of
East and West, their economic prob-
lems, the suffrage, equal citizenship
rights, and the equal moral standard.
Consideration will be given to like
conditions of work for both sexes,
and to the civil status of women, in-
cluding nationality. The congress
will conclude with an appeal for
peace.
The fact that the conference will
be held In Tui'key Is a favorable




To the Wellesley College Neivs:
The depai'tment of History and Po-
litical Science offers two prizes: The
Woodrow Wilson prize in modern poli-
tics to be awarded at Commence-
ment to the member of the senior
class who presents the best paper on
some political phase of the nine-
teenth or twentieth centuries; and
the Erasmus prize, to be awarded
at Commencement to the member of
the senior class who presents the best
paper on some historical subject us-
ing mainly source material,
Rules Governing the Contes 's
Papere must be left In Room
lie. Founders hall, not later than
May 31.
Competitors must submit two
typewritten copies of their papers.
Each copy must be signed by a
pseudonym and accompanied by
a sealed envelope containing the
author's name and pseudonym.
3. Papers must be properly docu-
mented, must contain critical bib-
liographies, and must be based, as
far as possible; upon source ma-
terial.
4. No paper may be submitted for
both prizes.




Chairman of the Department of His-
tory and Political Science.
CAPS AND FROWNS
Akron. 0.— (/P)—Experiments made
by Professo:- George L. Hayes, head of
the department of psychology at Akron
university, demonstmte that while a
person who has lost a gi'eat deal of
sleep may give all the appearances of
being wide awake, he makes perhaps
35 per cent more mistakes in what
he does than the person who has had
normal rest.
Professor Hayes tried the experi-
ments on students who had had only
four hours sleep out of 24 and seven
out of 48. He used two electric lights,
operated by separate buttons. The
student's job was to push the right
button when the corresponding light
came on, or both buttons when both
lights came on.
The sleepy students responded as
quickly as the rested students, but they
made 35 per cent more errors.
• > •
Swarthmore, Pa.—UP)—Dr. Robert
K. Enders. assistant professor of
zoology at Swarthmore college, has
returned after spending seven weeks in
an unexplored region of the Panama
THE DILEMMA
He would always suppose,
The puppy, tnat Peace
Was a tiling that arose
From simple surcease




And letting the rest of the people
mind theirs.
But now he can see
Such a thing might not be
For a half of the next or the next
century.
Tlie war wind sighs




Through all the Ec. treatises on the
libe shelves.
He has donned the white cap and firm
face of the student.
"I assert, I maintain.
And I say it again
—
Let our generation be wise and more
prudent."
He is confounded by the blindness of
the universe and the unequanlm-
Ity of spheres.
The wind irom the lake makes bub-
bles in his ears.
With riot and wrangle
Murmur the air.
And there Is a tangle
Somewhere.
PHYSICAL EXAM
We sit In a row along the wall.
Angel robe's too big, bath robe's too
small.
I stand in a glare of hot bright lights,
Down my back, a row ot spikes.
I stand and gaze at my reflection,
Willie they comment on iny position.
I stand myself up against a post.
To see how high I am at most.
I find myself no longer as tall.
A half-inch less than last fall.
Into a glass tube I blow and blow.
Canal Zone where he made a study ofjMy lung capacity to know.
sloths, organ gilnder monkeys, and And now comes the part that makes
opossum. me quail,
• • *
1 1 step gently on tlie scale.
South Hadley. Affws.-(/P)—Presi-' The poor thing groans and makes
dent Mary E. Woolley announced last
| creaking sounds,
week that Mount Holyoke college had My gosh! I've gained ten pounds!
made connections with the College for
Women at Celigny, Switzerland, which
win make possible for the Mount
Holyoke students one or two years ot
study abroad without loss of time or
credit.
In making the announcement Dr.
Woolley said:
THE PUP TRIES A RONDEAU
I'm through. It's time we said good-
bye.
And broke at last this strangling tie.
There's no use going on this way,
"An opportunity for American girls
j
We bore each other more each day.
to spend a year or more in study I Some one must end It—he or I
!
abroad without loss of tbne or credit Since I've no wish to pine and sigh
toward their degrees In colleges in the I'H bs the one to end this lie
United States will meet a very real : And tell him now with delay
need." ^'"* through.
COMING TO THE OPERETTA?
PLAN TO ATTEND
C. A. SPRING TEA DANCE FIRST
ALUMNAE HALL
APRIL 27 3:30-6 P, M.
75c COUPLE 50i- STAG
What's that? You say that Janet
Frye
Is after him though on the sly?
I'll halt right now her little play
I guess that I still have a say;
You fool! Of course I did not cry
I'm through!
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
SUMMER SCHOOL POSITIONS
A committee headed by the Per-
sonnel bureau has chosen Lena
Everett '36 to visit the Western Re-
serve University school of nursing
this summer. She will be the uni-
versity's guest for a week and will
have the opportunity of observing the
application of nursing to social work,
public health, administrative work,
etc.
The committee on the Bryn Mawr
summer scliool lias appointed Eliza-
beth Nipps "36 as the Wellesley dele-
gate for this year. She and a group
of girls from other colleges will help
in the physical education and recre-
ation plans of the school.
MEDICAL WORK
On Monday. April 22, the vocation-
al possibilities of public health, and
general medical work will be dis-
cussed by Dr. Catharine Atwood '18,
of the health department of Boston.
Professor Laetltla M. Snow of our
Botany department will also speak
on some of the uses of bacteriological
training.
The meeting is at Z. A. at 4:40. Tea
will be served at 4:15. All are cor-
dially invited.
LANDSCAPE GARDENING
The subject of landscape gardening
as a vocation will be presented by
Miss Elizabeth Pattee of the Low-
thorpe School of Landscape Archi-
tecture. Miss Pattee will illustrate
her talk with some interesting slides,
which have been greatly admired.
The meeting will be on Tuesday,
April 23, in Room 21 Founders Hall
at 4:40.
WORK IN THE THEATER
Any who aie thinking of the
theater as a profession may be inter-
ested to interview Miss Helen C.
Bragdon of the Theatre -in-the-Woods
at Boothbay Harbor, Maine,
Miss Bragdon will be at Wellesley
on Wednesday, April 24, from 4 to 5
p. m. Any who wish appointments
may sign for them at the Personnel
bureau.
STUDENT CIVIL SERVICE
Speaking at the Student Confer-
ence on Careers in Government which
was held at Harvard university last
week, Dr. Leonard O. White of the
United States Civil Service commis-
sion gave some further details con-
cerning the new examination for col-
lege graduates, mentioned previously
in these columns. Under the title of
junior civil service examiner, this ex-
amination was offered late last sum-
mer to college graduates under 35
years of age. with no additional edu-
cational requirements. The purpose
of the examination was to select a
group of outstanding young men and
women throughout the counLi-y for
work in government offices where no
specialized nor technical training
would be necessary.
When this examination is next of-
fered it is to be given under the
title of junior assistant. While it Is
hoped that such an examination will
be set for July of this year, the pres-
ent emergency plan for examinations
which is being now carried out may
interfere with it and a postponement
may be necessary.
CONFERENCE ON WOMEN'S WORK
Mrs. Roosevelt opened the Career
Conference held in New York at the
Hotel Astor by the Institute of Wo-
men's Professional Relations, Thurs-
day, March 28. This conference of-
fered an unusual and extremely val-
uable opportunity to students of both
secondary schools and colleges who
arc faced with the problem of choos-
ing a life career. It was attended by
students of all the large colleges in
the east and by delegates from col-
leges as far away as Ohio and Ala-
bama.
Dr. Rose G. Anderson of the Psy-
chological corporation gave a series of
aptitude tests In various lines to the
17 students who had applied for them,
tlie purpose being to show in whicli
directions the trends of the students'
abilities lay.
Round table discussions, conducted
by women prominent in their fields,
gave the students very definite ideas
about the work—the future, the salary,
the qualifications, and the technique
of getting a job. These round tables,
which were held Friday morning and
afternoon and Saturday morning,
covered the fields of agriculture, ad-
vertising, business, department store
work, persormel work, fashion design.
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
DENTISTS
Wellesley Square Phone 1900
finance, home economics, housing, in-
ternational relations, labor organiza-
tion, medicine, music, dancing, drama,
nursing, teaching, motion pictures,
jom-nalism, radio, law, library work,
psychiatry, aviation, public service and
social work.
In addition to these informal talks,
small groups who were interested in
particular fields were given the chance
to observe the actual inside workings
of banks, hotels, etc. Amor^ the
most popular field trips were those to
(.Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)
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Bicycle Tires — Repairs — Sapplies
Rooms for Prom, Float Night,
and Commencement.
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"irS A HARD, ACTIVE life-
bridgins Ihe Golden Gate with
the longest single span ever built
When I'm worn out, I light up a
Camel It quickly relieves me of
tiredness Ismokesteadily—have
for years Camels never upset
my nerves "
(Signed) B. G. CONE, Engineer
CAMELS TOBAiCCOS
COST MILLIONS MORE!
''Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS - Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand/' '
(Signed) R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY /
Winston-Salem/N. C. /












COLONIAL (Natlck) — The Gold
Diggers of 1935
LIVE in FRENCH
Rtnidontinl SuniTiii-r St-'hunl (i-o-
cilucntionnl). Jiint' 27—Aug. 1,
Only French spoken. Fee SISU,
BonrJ ond Tuition. Eicniontary,
Intermodiati.', Adviinced. Write
for circular to Secretary, Eeai-
dcntial French Summer Schuo!.
B
McGill University, Montreal, Canada
LIVERPOOLENGLAND !:SSE>'S'n^
Fioin BOSTON-NEW yORK-MONTREAL






Zll ItucSt. Honore & 202 Rue de Blvoli
Opposite Tuilerics Gordeiu.
300 Rooms, 150 Bathrooms.
Telephone in every room.
Very quiet nnd peocctui rooms
all round private inside iinrileii.
SINGLE ROOMS FROM 20 FRANCS
lintmLE ROOMS FROM 30 FBANXS
Lunch 20 fra.: Liehl lunch, 13 frs.
Dir.ner. 23 francs.
L'ensian terms from 60 francs.
A. LERCHE, Manager
Cabls Addrcii: .laniilbany 111 Paris,
BEGIN BUSINESS
TRAINING JULY 8
3B7 young women from 128 dif-
ferent colleges are now enrolled
at the Katharine GIbbs SchaoU
^ You may begin your busi-
ness training at either our
Boston or New York School
on July 8, in a special 8-month
Execuiive-Secrelarial Course
exclusively for college wo-
men. Yon will be ready for a
position the following March.
Or you may slarl the same
8-month course Septemher 24.
Write College Course Secre-
tary for catalog.
Alto COur«VI /or prejiaratory
and hieh trhool uraduatct
BOSTON 90 Mni-lborouiil. 9tr«el
NEW YORK 247 P«rk A«nu6




During Jul/ and August to the
MEDITERRANEAN
Here is the ideal trip for students—
a
splendid opportunity to derive the
greatest benclits from your summer
vacation and enjoya wonderful travel
adventure.VisitI;gypi,theHoIyLand,
Russia-17countriesand islands in the
"cradle of civiIi2ation"with the lux-
urious tropical cruiser S.S. SLAMAT
as your (loating campus. Return on
the magnificent S.S.BERENGARIA.
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Prominentprofessors will give stand-
ard university summer courses in Art,
Economics, Government, History,
Literature and other sub-










Raits from New York




U Tilt iioiifor d(icril>lite lileratiire lo
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL ASSOCIATION
66 Fifth Avenue New York City
193S-6 UniversityWorld CruJsc Sails Occ. 24.
HAY FEVER
It is said that Noel Coward consld-
ers Hay Fever the most difficult of
all his plays to give. The sliehtness
of its plot necessitates perfection in
' the interpretation of clever dialogue.
Z. A. nearly reached that perfection
in their annual semi-open on April 12
and 13, for the whole play was given
with almost professional dash and
spontaneity, and smprislng attention
to technical detail,
Judith Bliss, more or less retired
actress, flighty, irresponsible, impul-
sive, always acting for someone's bene-
fit, as often as not her own, tripped
through the week-end house party
with a charming gayety and uncon-
cern. Elizabeth Hackstaff "35 played
the part, achieving a nice balance be-
tween a satiric and sympathetic char-
acterization of the woman who does
not feel the sting in a press notice, "If
ignorance is Bliss, it's folly to be wise."
Whether quick changes of mood were
called for. or assumed pathos, Miss
Hackstaff gave Judith the restive
aliveness that belonged to the actress'
nature.
Eleanor Smith '35, as Sorel Bliss,
did her best acting in quarrelling
scenes, especially when she and her
brother, Simon, raged against the
kind of haphazard house they had,
and the kind of thoughtless, irrespon-
sible family who asked guests down for
the week-end, each planning to use
the same room. She was an Irritated
sister for the moment, when she told
her brother that a shave would im-
prove his appearance, and she re-
ceived as many slams as she gave. In
Ihe second act, when she was telling
her mother that Sandy and she loved
each other, "playing up" to Judith,
one could see In her face the growth
of the Idea, and when she was alone
with Sandy again, the discontent that
followed.
Wynfred Pox '36 was a delightful
"sweet, shy young thing." Her high
voice exactly suited the part, and the
little catch of breath and sudden
smile and change of pitch as she said,
"Lovely!" was amusingly ingenue, as
was her inability to understand the
guessing game and her half-trembling,
half-triumphant suggestion of appen-
diciti-s
The spulL*;nng walk of Clara, the
maid, was an achievement in itself.
Virginia Tate '36 brought laughter
whenever she came on the stage. The
particular gesture of standing, feet
apart, wiping her hands on her white
apron, was very effective, but the walk
was the funniest of all. Micaela Phe-
lan '35, as Simon Bliss, threw pillows
on the floor and shouted, "damn!" to
perfection. The rest of the cast acted
as a foil for the more colorful Oharac-
ters of the leading parts.
The setting, a room in bright orange
and yellow, matched the family, bright
and not too consciously theatrical.
Except that the men's tuxedos didn't
fit very well, the costumes were good.
The make-up In the first act was too
evident but that didn't detract from
the enjoyment of the audience, who
laughed almost cciistantly. The whole
play was excellently produced, "Tops"
to Z. A. and Hay Feverl
E. P. S. -37
his ruin. Since it is impossible to
marry Prlmerose, he lets her believe
that he does not love her, and he
leaves. Prlmerose, despairing, enters
a convent.
Prlmerose Is happy in the convent,
and we see her returning one day
to the chateau, simple and gay In
her new Ufe. Meanwhile Pierre has
regained part of his fortune; he is
now able to marry Prlmerose, but he
Is too late. He sees her happiness and
contrasts it with his own misery and
regrets.
During the interval between the
second and third acts, the convents
of France have been secularized—be-
fore Pi'lmerose has pronounced her
vows. She returns to her godmother's
house and there sees Pierre, who is
contemplating marriage with some-
one else. Prlmerose becomes listless
and ill. The cardinal wants to see
her happy and explains to her that
she is no longer bound to the re-
ligious life. Prlmerose accepts
Pierre's proposal, to the delight of
her uncle and godmother.
The actresses were so much at
ease in their parts and displayed such
remarkable histrionic ability that the
audience forgot that they were not
speaking in their own tongue. Eli-
zabeth Flanders "38 as Mme. de Ser-
maize, Prlmerose's godmother, who
is always interested In "les histoires
de I'amour," brought vociferous ap-
plause for her remarkable acting.
She spoke with amazing facility. The
Cardinal de Merance, enacted by
Polly Smith '38, dominated the scenes
with his red robes, his pleasant
voice, and his serenity. Hannah
Thomas '38, who took the part of
Prlmerose, although her accent was
not so convincingly native as was
that of her godmother's, played her
role with charming winsomeness.
Donatienne, a country girl and Prl-
merose's companion in the convent,
portrayed by Jeannette Wallace '37,
was typically bourgeois in her sim-
ulated walk and her wondering ad-
mu-ation of Mme. de Sermaize's home.
Joyce Knoedler '38, as the Count de
Plelan, was a self-possessed host,
putting his guests at their ease. The
role of Pierre de Lancrey, dLfflcult
to play in view of the almost en-
tirely feminine audience, was well-
portrayed by Harriet Doane '38.
A great deal of credit Is due to
the students and to the members of
the French department, who directed
them, for the fine exhibition of act-




"ON TIME SEBVICE" SKi.
WELLESLEY I'KESS, Inc.
Affiliated vnth Itit Iownsmam
PRIIVIEROSE
The students of the French 103
courses brought France to the Alum-
nae hall stage last Friday evening,
when they presented Primerose, a
delightful comedy in three acts by
G. A. de CalUavet and Robert de
Flers.
The first act took place on the
evening of a ball given by the Count
de Plelan at his chateau. Among
the many guests were Primerose, the
count's daughter; the Cardinal de
Merance, her uncle; Madame de Ser-
maize, her godmother; and Pierre de
Lancrey, who had returned from
America where he had made his for-
tune.
Prlmerose has loved Pierre for a
FACULTY RECITAL
Miss Jean Wilder of the music de-
partment gave a recital of piano music
in Billings hall on Sunday afternoon,
April 14. The program opened with
a Bach prelude and fugue in G
major from Volume II of the Well-
tempered Clavichord. They were
played with animation, especially the
gigue-like fugue. The next number
was Beethoven's Pathetique Sonata.
Miss Wilder tends in general to an
expressive rather than a clear-cut
style, and her Interpretation of this
sonata was expressive.
The second group was composed of
five short numbers: the prelude In E
minor. Opus 76, and the scherzo In
B minor of Mendelssohn, Brahms'
Scotch Cradle Song and his Capric-
c;o in C sharp minor, and Daquln's
Le Coucou. As a whole this group
did not offer much variety or show
as much originality of interpretation
as the first numbers. The Scotch
Cradle Song was free and on the
whole romantic, although one or two
passages retained the simplicity of
the original folk song. Le Coucou of
Daquln was written for the harpsi-
chord in the manner of Couperin.
Its relatively monotonous style of-
fered a contrast to the more lyric
selections In the group.
Miss Wilder turned to the moderns
for her last two numbers. She
seemed especially at home In the Im-
pressionistic music of Ravel, Her
choice from this composer was
Ondine. the first of three poems for
the piano comprising Gaspard de la
Nuit. In Toch's Der Jongleur, which
closed the program, her playing waslong time and has Just told him of
her love. He is very happy, when ! rhythmic and brilliant.
suddenly a banker informs him of J. B. '36
C. A^ NOTES
Reverend Robert Seneca Smith
The preacher at chapel on Easter
Sunday will be the Reverend Dr.
Robert Seneca Smith. Dr. Smith is
the Horace Bushnell Professor of
Christian Nurture at the Divinity
school of Yale university, He Is well
known In the Congregational church.
serving on the Commission on Evan-
gelism and Devotional Life of that
body.
Dr. John A, Mackay
On Thursday, April 18, at 4:30 p. m.
the guest speaker at the C.A. tea will
be the Reverend Dr. John A. Mackay
of the Presbyterian Board of Missions.
Dr. Mackay. who will speak for the
Spanish department in the evening,
has consented to take an early train
in order to meet members of the
Wellesley College Christian associa-
tion and tell them about his experi-
ences with the youth of South Amer-
ica. Those who have already heard
Dr. Mackay in Hartford and Boston
this year will welcome this chance to
hear him once more.
New C. A. Board
The following girls are members of
the Christian Association Board of
Directors for the coming year:
President Eleanor DeVilbiss '36




. Frances McGarry '37
Treasurer
, Miriam Swaffield '38
Chmn. of Conference Comm.
Jean Davenport '36
Chmn. of Student Industrial
Wynfred Pox '36
Chvin. of Social Service
Edith Qulnlan '36
Chmn. of Religious Council
Elizabeth ScaiTltt '36
Chmn. of Community Service
Eunice Avery '36
Harriet Qua '36
Chmn. of World Fellowship
Ruth Keown '36
Chmn. of Student Volunteers
Mary Fletcher '38
Dr. Newton Fetter
The speaker at the C.A, tea on
Thursday, April 25, will be the Rev-
erend Dr. Newton Fetter of Cam-
bridge. Massachusetts. Dr. Petter
will speak at 4:30 p. m. on the sub-
ject, "The Delegation Method." The
many students who are interested in
peace delegations will be particularly
interested to hear from the "father"
of the well-known Fetter Family. Dr.
Fetter is anxious also to meet the
Baptist students of Wellesley, as he
!s In charge of the student work for
the Baptist church in and about
Boston.
ART STUDENTS
WITH A JOURNALISTIC YEN
TRY OUT FOR POST OF
NEWS ART CRITIC
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DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Square
Tel. Wei, 0566-W
GUEST HOUSE
Comfortable rooms and surround-
ings at 26 Weston Road, near Eliot,
Noanett and Clinton. Entertain







Gowns, Wraps, and Suits
Made - to - Order
Alterations
Evening Gowns Designed and
Copied from French Models
Reasonably.
CONFERENCE ON WOMEN'S WORK
(Continued from Page 5. Col. 5)
the National City bank, Radio City
music hall, and the Waldorf-Astoria
Friday evening an open meeting was
held at which Dean Glldersleeve of
Barnard and Mr. Thomas Watson,
president of the International Busi-
ness Machines corporation, were the
speakers.
On Saturday morning, besides the
round tables. Dr. Anderson conducted
1 group discussion In which she dis-
cussed specifically the tests taken the
previous Thursday, Interpreting the
results to the students by a system of
ndlvidua 1 numbers,
On Saturday, as on the preceding
day, an open, luncheon was held at
which the students were given the
chance to talk to speakers and other
5uccessfu] business women about their
work and to get a great deal of ad-
vice. The conference closed with ad-
dresses from Mrs. Catherine Fllene
Shouse. Dean Russell of Teachers Col-
lege and Mlas Frances Perkins.
^aaa^a^vw
FOR EASTER
Tlierc id still time lo send a card,
reliirious or ollierwise. .... Or a
boolt like AN ALMANAC FOR
MODERNS by Donald Culrosj Pealtie
(3.00) Or one of Saul
Raskin's lithographa ot Jerusalem
(SI-7G each) And don't
















Miss Gertrude Richards, former Wel-
lesley professor, spoke to all the divi-
sions of History 101 on the Italian
renaissance on Monday, April 15, at
4:40. This was the first of a series of
lectures to be given for the liistory
department.
The renaissance was a contradictory
period with a slowly changing attitude
toward life. The will and the intellect
were its dominant qualities, but it was
too full of compromises to be heroic.
It reached its highest point in the
creation of city slates, in art, and in
creative literature. In literature, the
emphasis was on beauty and a revival
of the classics.
In politics, the chaos which ended
ny the middle of the century resulted
in tlie defeat of the absolute power of
the people and in the universal power
of the emperor. Miss Richards then
discussed the city states, Florence and




[Continued from Page 1, Col. 5>
E. Smith, E. Hurst. M. Williams, R.
Schneider, R. Murdock. J. Leeds, N.
Whiton, B. Lieberman, M. Simpson, E.
Muir, E. Crosby, M. SwafBeld, H.
Thomas, W. Fox, N. Walker. J. Hub-
bard, N. Uebelmesser, N. Woodbury. H.
Chamberlain, C. Hawkins. L. Everett,
F. Emery, M. Gotxlrich, J. Weissinger,
J. Rectanus. D. Russ. M. Beebe.
The second chorus in.cludes: M.
Morris. H. Badenoch. S. Willard, R.
Lacy, N. Keene. M. Morehouse, A. Ed-
wards, B. Lieberman, E. Bristol, J.
Brown, T. Flint, M. Curtiss, E. May,
and M. Lee.
Tenors include: S. Benan. H. Brink-
man. H. Everett, Mi'. Motter, E. Peter-
son. W. Shuttleworth, F. Stork. Basses
are: M. E. Bell. R. J. Benecchi, G. F.
Biglow, H. W. Dancer, H. W. Engel, T.
Gramse, E. A. Gray, P. Harper, H.




(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2)
was an intercommunication of all
senses. Baudelaire's Correspondence
shows this.
Amy Lowell was the one to introduce
Symbolism to this country in a series
of lectures she gave in 1914-15 on six
French poets. Her work reflects the
influence of that school in its dreamy
content, and its emphasis on the
beauty of fading things, but there is in
it a decided lack of music, opposed to
the very musical poetry of the French.
The poetry of the second phase of
Symbolism is sardonic, colloquial,
mordant. It brings in a new note of
irony, less virulent in T. S. EUot than
in Corbi^re and La Forge, with an
underlying regret at being trapped in
a sterile world. T. S. Eliot's strange,
bitter appraisal of the age in Waste-
land stresses the themes of anarchy,
desolation, and sterility. There is in
the poetry of these wi-iters, and in that
of Rambeau and Hart Crane, an in-
tensity, a hard fire and concentration,
but in a small scope. They succeeded
in achieving the poetry of the prosaic,
and an equilibrium between the objec-
tive image and the implied correspond-
ing symbol which the earlier writers
sought. But a bitter sense of frustra-
tion and discouragement gives them a
sharp morbidity, and through their
poetry runs the stifling feeling of hav-
ing been caught by the age.
woe PLANS SPRING
PROGRAM OF OUTING
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 1)
at Cathedral Pines for sup-
per.
May 12: Hike in the Blue Hills.
Leaving at 8:30 and return-
ing for supper.
May 19: Picnic supper at 6:00. Place
undecided.
May 23: Swimming and canoe meet
at dock at 3:40.
May 26: Swimming at the seashore.
Leaving at 8:30 and return-
ing for supper. Will be some
place on Cape Cod.
Canoeing will start with the opening
of the canoe house. Impromptu bi-
icycle trips will be planned. Swim-
ming will be offered when the water
for three consecutive days is a certain
temperature prescribed by the hy-
giene department.
A contest will be opened for the best
photograph taken on any of the WOC
trips and a prize offered.
The officers of WOC are as follows:
Edna Dempewolfi '36, Cazenove
secretary-treasurer
Mary Louise Bass '37. Shafer
head of canoeing
B. Elizabeth Smith '37, Norumbega
head of swimming
Margery Taylor '38. Claflin
head of hiking and bicycling
Mai"y Yost '36. Severance
head of riding club
Gabrielle Lafiamme '37, Shafer
head of winter sports
Miss Harriet Clarke is the WOC
faculty adviser and Miss Catharine
Wells the faculty assistant in canoeing.
Life's just not the same since Wel-
lesley first went diet mad. The very
atmosphere resounds with sighs for
passed-up desserts and unopened
candy boxes. Once more it is evi-
dent: "Vanity, thy name is woman!"
GIRLS MAKE PACTS
TO STICKTO DIETS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
courage add exercise to the rigors of
dieting. The floor-rollings, waist-
bendings and hip-twistings that go on
would tire the most ardent athlete.
Pacts have been made among stu-
dents, swearing to stick to a certain
diet. They have fixed penalties for
breaking the agreement, and the facts
are duly witnessed and signed.
Spring Has Return Engagement
On Wellesley Grounds
It seems that spring is here for
the second time this year. Now
that the lake has again turned to
water, and we have observed at
least sixteen robins in various
parts of the campus (one family
of robbins being In the process of
building their nest in the eaves of
Severance), and tennis rackets, golf
bags, and bicycles have come out
of hibernation, and the snow Is
scarcely noticeable even in the
corners of hhe Art building, and.
awakening upon a bright morning,
we can count upon two hours of
sunlight anyway, and now that
there is at times that certain balmy
spaciousness in the air which turns
the thoughts to free and joyous
fancy and makes students and in-
structors alike enter the class room
with regret, we wonder at the
member of the faculty who, di-
verging from the subject of her
recent lecture, remarked that she
has "often wondered If New Eng-
land weather was good for any-
thing but the discipline of the
young."
I give you the mildest smoke, the best-
tasting smoke. You wonder what makes
me different. For one thing, it's center
leaves. I spurn the little, sticky, top leaves
...so bitter to the taste. I scorn the coarse
bottom leaves, so harsh and unappe-
tizing. I do not irritate your throat. I
bring comfort. I am the best of friends.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR
ThufBdny, April 18: 4:00 P. M. Fncully
Atidembly Roiim. Acudeniic Council.
•4 :00 P. M. Room IHO, Groen Hnll
Christian Aasocintion ten. Mr. John A,
Mnckny will spenk on "The Youth Move
mcnt in South America."
•8:30 P. M. DIllinKfl Hnll. Mr. John A.
Mnchny will apeak on "Npw Trends in Ltilin
Amcricnn Lite nnd ThouRht." (Dcpnrtmonl
•f Spaniah.)
Friday. April 19: GOOD FRIDAY and
PATRIOTS' DAY.
8 :00 A. M, East Lodge. Flag raisins
ceremony (weather permitting). (Girl Seoul
Club.)
•8:16 A. M. MorninK Chnpel. Mins
Williams, department ot History, will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Memorial Chnpel. Dr. Boyn-
ton Merrill, n tru.'itce of the collcKe, will
conduct a Good Friday aervieo. Mr. Greene
will give a. short program of organ music.
6:16 P. M. Tau Zeta Epsilon Home.
Meeting of the Circulo CnBlellnno. Dinner
and debate with el Centro Espanol, Yale
University.
•7:15 P. M. Chnpel Stepfl. Step singing.
Saturday, April 20: •8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss McElroy. department of
Biblical History, will lead.
aanday, April 21: EASTER SUNDAY.
•II :00 A. M. Memorial Chapel. Preacher.
Dr. Robert Seneca Smith, The Divinity
School, Yale University.
•7 :30 P. M. Memorial Chapel. Enstcr
Vespers. The Wcllesley College Choir, as-
sisted by Miss F. Gladys Avery, Soprano.
The choir will sing compoHitions of Dneh.
Jacob Handl, Brnhma. Faurc, Vulpiua.
Caplct and a Scotch Eaatcr folk-carol. Miss
Avery will sing compositions of Johann
Grnun and Handel.
Monday, April 22: 8:1G A. M. Room
24. Founders Hall. Current events reviewed
by Professor Curtis, department of History.
•4 :40 P. M. Zet« Alpha House. Dr.
Cathsrine Atwood, Wellealey '18, henlth
department of Boston, and Dr. Laetitia M.
Snow, dopnrlment of Botany, will speak on
public health, medical work and plant
doctors. Ten will be served at 4:15. (Per-
sonnel Bureau.)
Tu«day, April 23: '8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
"4 :40 P. M. Room 121. Founders Hall.
Mifls Elizabeth Pattee. Lowthorpc School of
Landscape Architecture, will give an illus-
trated talk on "Landscape Gardening as a
Vocation." (Personnel Bureau.)
•7:15 P. M. Chnpel Steps. Step einging.
Wednesday, April 24: •« :15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Rev. .1. Burford Parry, Wellea-
Icy Congregational Church, will lead.
•4:40 P. M. Art Lecture Room. Dr.
Henry Willard will speak on "Rome of the
Christian Pilgrimages." (Department of
Art.)
NOTES: 'April 26 and 27. 8:00 - 11:00
P. M. Alumnae Hall. The Gilbert nnd
Sullivan operetta, "Princess Ida," will be
presented by membera of Bnrnswallows Asso-
ciation, the Wellesley College Choir and the
Welltaley College Orchestra assisted by mem-
bera of the M. I. T. Glee Club. Harvard
Glee Club nnd Harvard University Orches-
tra. Tickets will be on sale at the ticket
booth, first floor Green Hall, April 22, 24
and 25, 8:40 - 3:30; April 26 and 27. 8:40 -
12:a0. Tickets will also be on sale at Alum-
nae Hall April 24 and 25. 7:15 - 0:15. Tick-
ets for April 26, orchestra $.75, balcony S.60 ;
for April 27, orchestra Sl-OO. balcony $.75.
•Tuesday, April 30, 4:00 P. M. The Com-
mu.iily Pi..yhou.ie nt Wellesley Hills will give
the French talking film. "La fcmme ideale."
Admission. $.35. Special buses will leave the
parking space below Founders Hnll at 3 :45
and will stop in the square. Fnre, S.IO.
•Wellesley College Art Museum. Exhibition
of paintings by C. Robert Morse.
Exhibition of the reconstruction in clay
of the Angers Madonna.
•Wellesley College Library. North Hall.
Exhbition of editions of Petrarch and early
scie.ices and education.
South Hall. Exhibition of first editions and
volumes from the Kelmscott Press to com-
memorate the centenary of the birth of Wil-
liam Morris.
•Open to the public.
NATICK PLAN USES
STUDENT ABILITIES
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
that can be used for both indoor
games and a shop for the manufac-
ture of furniture for the club. Al-
though outside, the house is exagger-
ated mid-Victorian, inside there is a
dignity and spaciousness which will
open up beautifully for concerts and
dancing. A rock garden offers an
attractive corner for outdoor picnics.
The work must be based on democ-
racy, co-operation bstween Wellesley
and Natick, young and old. Natick
wants community solidarity. The
club will foster the idea of work
first, then pleasure. There will be
opportunities for students interested
in almost any field, from athletics
to entertaining, to help in the project.
Although girls of proved capacity will
probably carry on the actual work
they will report from time to time,
and bring back to the college more
than the college puts in. The project
will provide an opportunity for the
development of skills, of leadership,
and group co-cperatlon and will fur-
nish the chance for character develop-
ment.
This is not just a project of the
sociology department. Professor Helen
Hughes, department of English lit-
erature, is general chairman of com-
mittees. Student chairmen are Mar-
guerite Goodrich '36, Marlon Schoen-
fuss 36, Helen Seeley '36, and Eliza-
beth Brazee '36. Miss Helen Russell,
department of mathematics, will rep-
resent the faculty, and Edith Quinlan
and Estelle Edelmann the class of
'36. Prances McGany and Norma
Stern, '37, Marie Hinrlclis and Mary
Guernsey, '38.
Miss Treudley estimates the cost
of the project to Wellesley at $1,500.
Service fund can contribute S125. and
if all the girls paid their pledges, $400
more. Service fund will be glad to
handle any other contributions and
see that the Natick project benefits.
PACIFISTS ADVISE
CONSTRUCTIVE WORK
(Continued from Page 1, CoL 3)
Margaret Connors described her ex-
perience caravaning in the Middle
West. Such activity accomplLslies
three things. It stimulates discussion
of national affairs ; it arouses those
interested in peace work to take po-
litical or non-political action, and it
does something to the person who en-
gages in peace caravaning. Miss Con-
nors pointed out that we have to act
within the next 10 years, and upon us,






(Continued From Page 1, Col 5)
mesia, the reason for this melodious
combination of vowels being lost in
the dim mists of antiquity.
Each "pride 'n Joy" has, of course,
its own special talent, which no other
"pride 'n joy" possesses to any such
degree. The best thing that the Mys-
tery Car, mentioned above, does, is to
rattle—long and loud and bravely.
Such a quality is not found to be dis-
concerting to the driver, however, be-
cause it drowns out the chatter of the
other 12 occupants of this roadster.
Jehossaphat's best-developed talent is
his necessity for having his brakes re-
lined, explained by the terrific pres-
sure continually being used on these
instruments of stoppage under the
campus speed-limit.
The recent drivers have found dif-
ficulty in mastering the Intricacies of
the Wellesley campus. In fact, one
car. which is often employed for a
little spin from Tower Court to the
Physics building, has been around the
campus, and 07ily the campus, so
much, that it could almost find Its
way now blindfolded.
All senior ownei-s agree that the
cars do not hinder, but considerably
facilitate, the execution of their work.
All their friends agree with them.
One practical suggestion was elicited
from "a driving senior." She propa-
gates the idea of a little informal get-
together, in which all the latest ad-
ditions to Wellesley's driving popula-
tion and all our blue-coated Cusodlans
of the Law could meet and chat, so
that they could recognize each other
at the next encounter. It would be
a sort of Tea for the Furtherance of
Good Will Among the Wellesley Po-
licemen and the Wellesley Senior
Drivers.
Our parting advice is, however, in
all sincerity. "Drive on, and enjoy
yourselves. '35. It's much the most
sensible way to prepare for the— !,
—
ah. well, shall we just skip it?"
STUDENTS CONDUCT
OPEN SPEECH FORUM
Members of the speech 202 class con-
ducted an open forum on Tuesday,
April 16, in Green hall, concerning the
subject: "Siiould Wellesley Adopt the
Reading Period?" Miss Wynfred Pox
'36 was chairman of the forum. The
speakers were Matilda Bicknell '36 and
Margaret MacCallum '37.
Miss Pox defined the reading period
as a definite period of time during
which lectures and class discussions
were given up and students given op-
tional books to follow independently.
Furthermore, she stated that most of
the large colleges in the east had
adopted the plan and found it success-
ful.
Miss Bicknell. speaking lor the read-
ing period, quoted Mr. Lowell of Har-
vard, who feels that the only real edu-
cation is independent education. Miss
Bicknell felt that WeUesley should be
among the leaders in this new field of
education.
Miss MacCallum. speaking against
the plan, stated that if it were possible
to study independently there would be
no reason for coming to college at all.
There are courses for above average
students who wish to pursue independ-
ent study. Miss MacCuUum quoted
Miss Coolldge. who said that she had
not sufficient faith in human nature
to believe that the period would be
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